Abstract General formulae are introduced for counting the number of different isomers derived from linearly connecting n carboranes CB 11 H 12 q (s), with q and s representing charge and spin. Interconnections are via the C-atom or the B-atom para to the C-atom. The mathematical simplicity of the argument is emphasized, and the possibility of having different numbers of unpaired electrons per carborane cage is noted to offer a substantial diversity of magnetic properties.
Introduction
The icosahedral borane B 12 H 12 2-and the carboranes B 11 CH 12 -and B 10 C 2 H 12 have been proposed [1, 2] as versatile units for construction of diverse nanostructures. These icosahedral (or near-icosahedral) units allow interconnections in a dozen different directions from their center, replacing H atoms on the outer circumference by covalent bonds to other moieties. However, with different building units comes the possibility of a diverse range of isomers. Consider the icosahedral closo-carborane CB 11 H 12 Á , which has one unpaired electron (Fig. 1 ).
Consider the two orientations of the cage of Fig. 1 (where pink and grey spheres correspond to B and C, respectively, with H on each vertex suppressed for visual clarity). Then, if we connect them either at C or at B para to C using an acetylene bridge, one has three possible dimers:
A À C C À A; A À C C À B; B À C C À A f g ¼ AA; AB; BA f g with H atoms at the connections being replaced by the acetylenic linkages and where we assume (nearly) free internal rotation about the acetylenic linkage. Let z n be the number of symmetry-unique isomers derived from connecting n units of the closo-carborane CB 11 H 12 Á as a nucleus and allowing two possible orientations A or B of linkage (whence BB is the same as AA). Then a simple classical question is to ask for the number of isomers z n .
Here we consider the determination of this number z n as a function of n. Presumably z n can be obtained by standard powerful enumeration theories of Pólya [3] , Redfield [4] , or Ruch et al.s' [5] double cosets. However, in fact this particular problem can be done a priori with little fuss, in part because the group theory is so simple. Indeed the theory we use relates to early results [6] of Burnside on ''marks'' and ''mark characters.'' However, even this need not be understood in full generality to solve the present problem, which although the group is simple (just C 2 or C r ), has a slight ''twist'' to what is typically done in these earlier formal works in that the group acts not only on the skeleton interchanging the two ends of the chain of carboranes but also on the ligand moieties (A and B), interchanging them. Indeed there is a generalization [7] of Polya's theory which allows symmetries affecting both ligand and skeletal symmetries to occur, though in an uncorrelated way; also, both Redfield's approach and Ruch et al.'s original approaches allow such dual symmetries, but again in an uncorrelated way. Now the double-coset approach has been extended [8] to so-called ''double classes'' so as to handle such correlations, and presumably such extensions of Redfield's theory or of Pólya's (and de Bruijn's [7] ) theory also are possible. However, again the great bulk of this general mathematical machinery can be avoided, at least in our current case with our current approach.
First, we give results allowing just A and B moieties, but then we go on to consider the case allowing a third moiety C consisting of a parent para-C 2 B 12 H 12 unit, with connections through the C atoms (at para positions). The introduction of such a unit now allows control either of the charge (if the parent CB 11 H 12 -moieties have their favored negative charge) or else of the degree of radicality (if the parent moieties are CB 11 H 12 Á radicals). The range of isomers then allows a corresponding range of magnetic/ electric modifications.
Results and discussion

First results
For n-carborane chain, there are n carborane units, each of which may be either A or B, so that there are 2 n possible sequences (or ''words'') of letters from our ''alphabet'' {A, B}, disregarding the symmetry equivalence arising from the group C r fI; rg: That is, a sequence S (S 1 , S 2 ,…, S n ) is equivalent to the sequence rS ð " S n ; . . .; "
As an initial observation, note that the sequences (often) come in equivalent pairs, so that one imagines (as a first approximation) that the number of isomers is just half the number (2 n ) of all sequences. However, the sequences do not always come in pairs, namely when S and rS are the same (i.e., when S ¼ rS 1 Þ: First, this can only happen when n is even, since when n is odd the center member of the sequences S and rS must be different. Thus for n odd, we have z n = (1/2) 9 2 n = 2 n-1 . For n even, we now wish to enumerate symmetric sequences (i.e., sequences for which S ¼ rSÞ; but such sequences are simply specified by their first n/2 members, with the last n/2 members obtained by reflection of the first n/2. Thus when n is even, the number of symmetric isomers is simply 2 n/2
, and subtraction of these sequences from the set of all 2 n possible n-member sequences leaves only pairs of distinct sequences, which then fall into (1/2) 9 (2 n -2 n/2 ) pairs. That is, we have
All of these isomers at odd n are of C 1 symmetry, whereas at even n the number of C 1 symmetry is 2
while the number of C r symmetry is 2 n/2 . As an example, consider z 4 = 10. These 10 isomers with orientations A/B from Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2 , where the first four isomers have C r symmetry and the next six have C 1 symmetry. Construction from CB 11 H 12 Á radical units gives tetraradicals, while if B 11 CH 12 -ions are used, tetraanions result. More generally mixed ionic radicals are obtained, with counts unchanged if the charge and spin are delocalized over the whole polymer.
Second results
Much the same approach may be applied to determine the number z 0 n of n-unit chains with A, B, or C moieties; here C represents a para-C 2 B 12 H 12 unit. Again we work with the numbers of isomers of C 1 and C r symmetries. First, for odd n, the only C r -symmetry chains must have a symmetric C unit in the central position, with three choices for each of the (n -1)/ 2 preceding positions, and the units at the subsequent (n -1)/2 positions determined by reflection of the first (n -1)/2 positions, so that there are 3 (n-1)/2 possible C r -symmetry chains. Still for odd n, the remaining 3 n -3 (n-1)/2 3-choice chains come in equivalent pairs, so that there are (3 n -3
)/2 such chain isomers of C 1 symmetry. For even n, one similarly sees 3 n/2 possible C r -symmetry chains, and then (3 n -3 n/2 )/2 isomer chains of C 1 symmetry. Thus,
(with the numbers for C 1 and C r symmetries already given). Fig. 1 quite straightforward now, with each 3 in the preceding formula replaced by a 4, except that in the odd n case there are now two possibilities for the central position. The counts of these isomers end up being given by
A = B =
Here the number of C r -symmetry isomers is 4 n/2
, for either n. The number of sequences with C 1 symmetry is thereby the same for both odd and even n, namely (1/2) 9 (4 n -4
), whence summation of the two mentioned quantities yields the values of z 00 n given above.
Discussion
This then provides a simple example of enumeration under group action, a subject which so often is accompanied by comparatively cumbersome nomenclature and accompanying mathematical structure; see, e.g., the books by Kerber [9] or El-Basil [10] . This example then singularly emphasizes the simplicity of the underlying fundamental mathematical problem and ideas. This does not mean that these powerful techniques for enumeration under group action are not useful or desired, but rather that perhaps they should not be so difficult to understand. In this regard, it may be mentioned that, though such enumerations are typically presented as originating from the mathematical literature (with Pólya and Redfield), it may be mentioned that in fact there are earlier (typically unmentioned) examples of such enumeration formulas, e.g., in [11] 1894, in [12] 1897, and in [13] 1900, with more summarized in Kauffmann [14] in 1911, and related permutation grouptheoretic work by Senior [15] 12 -, then what is called [23] a ''tJ-model'' arises (to describe the low-lying manifold of states arising with delocalization of charge and radicality), but this model is yet to be studied for the nonuniform case, with different (AA, BA, and AB) hopping and exchange parameters as well as a site term, to distinguish C units from A and B units. Clearly, there are so many parameters that what one should aim to do is to determine them from fits of the coupling constants for dimeric structures computed ab initio. Also, many geometric connection patterns other than in a simple chain are possible, and even if in a linear chain, connections other than through the C atom or a carbon para to the C atom. Thence, many more possibilities arise for realizable structures, such as indeed have been proposed [1, 2] as versatile novel building blocks for nanostructures. Moreover, with not unrelated reasoning, it is further hoped to characterize (e.g., in terms of graph invariants, and cluster expansions for molecular properties) whole classes of such structures using combinatorial techniques characteristic of the mathematical field of enumeration under group action, some of which has been done for all acyclic hydrocarbons [24] and other related species [25, 26] . The simplicity found in the present enumeration bodes well for such an enterprise, suggesting the possibility of further ready development.
